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COST MODELS AND FINANCIAL CONTROL IN WESTRAIL

INTRODUCTION

During 1975, an intensive campaign was mounted in

Westrail to obtain better cost information.. It was proposed

to examine the costs for all segments of the $100 million p"a"

railway operations with t,he primary aim of improving cost

predictions for a wide range of different operating options.

Before this study was made, the only operating

cost information available was that provided by the conventional

responsibility accounting and budgetary control accounts. How-

ever although this accounting system satisfied essential financial

reporting and bUdgetary control needs it had been realised for

some time that it did not meet all cost requirements in the

present day environment where increasing competition is being

experienced, both from other transpo!'t modes and from other

Governmental funding needs.. In particular it did not provide

decision oriented information about our many segments of

operations" For example it did not give:

the cost of the haulage of wheat
the cost of the haulage of coal from Collie to Perth
the cost of operations on a particular section of line
the cost of the Perth to Bunbury passenger service"

Furthermore, the limited cost information that was

available to aid cost prediction was in need of updating and

upgrading.. Better cost information was needed to enable relative

costs to be predicted for different types of locomotives and wagons

under different operating conditions" A track maintenance cost

function was necessary to enable costs for different track con

ditions and traffic intensities to be predicted,

In principle, the data needed to calculate these

costs could be specified and measured but the subsequent analysis
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and processing would not be possible until the data had been

collected for a reasonable period, say five years" The aims

of this study were therefore twofold" Firstly, it was to

specify just such a data set for collection and analysis in

the future.. Secondly, it was to extract as much information

in a useful form as was possible from the existing data" This

paper will only report the results for the second objective"

OUTLINE OF THE STUDY

The initial step was to undertake a survey of

the existing cost information,. In Westrail, expenditure is

reported to the level of management primarily responsible for

incurring it. A two part coding system has been designed to

suit the needs of analytical budgeting and this produces a

total of about six thousand cost classifications. These

initially form a coding against the branch or sub branch of

the railway and are further subdivided against cost centre

codes which allocate detailed costs to individual managers or

districts. In AppendiX 1, examples of the account headings

are given.. It shows the branches and sub branches with their

ranges of account numbers and then for the Traffic Branch, it

gives an example of the type of allocation made. For example,

there are different numeric codes for office expenses, road

motor vehicles, training of staff, accrued leave, etc.. These

are subdivided t.o the Chief Traffic Manager (Chief Clerk),

Districts Traffic superintendents, etc. or to the different

districts such as Robb Jetty, North Fremantle .- Leigbton,

City etc.. While this type of information is very necessary

in controlling the expenditure under areas of responsibility,

it is not very helpful when trying to determine or predict,

the costs applicable to a variety of operating options.
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to consider a volume range from minus 50% to plus 100% of the

current activity level and to Consider a time per'iod up to 40

years ahead" Thi s long period was considered in order to allow

plant and other resources to be adjusted to the most efficient
levels appropriate to the level of traffic being carried.

Because diSCounted cash flow evaluations often require a

blending of both short-term and long-term costs and because

short-term costs are relevant for many daily operational

decisions, a second objective adopted Was to note any informa_
tion relating to short-term costs Where they differ from the

long-term measures" These short-term considerations will not

be reported in this paper, however, which will be confined to
a consideration of long run costs Where long rUn costs are

defined, as above, to be the steady equilibrium state relevant
to the level of traffic under stUdy.

The average long run variability of the costs was
determined by graphical analyses (to test non--linearity) ,

reg.ression equations and technical experience.. The aim of the

regression analysis was to produce regression equations which

had a constant term, repreSenting the fixed cost element, and
a linear term the coefficient of which indicated the unit

variable cost for the appropriate output Or activity" Where

there were several different measures of the activity level a
compari,son of their respective Coxrelation coefficiDnts was

used to determine Which was the best to be used for cost

predictions, In Some cases, data extending back ten or twenty
years were Used after being adjusted to a common price level.

In other cases, cross section analYses were made on data fa,

a single year by grouping various COst centres undertaking

similar functions (for example data for differ'ent stations 0'
far different maintenance depots).
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freight accounting
parcels & passenger accounting

height handling

parcels handling

train working

general duties

Statistical information was then gathered from a sample of

waybills and from existing records so that the following

were also available for each station:

number of consignments

number of L"C .. L" tonnes

number of trains

From an analysis of this cost and statistical information

and consultations with Traffic Branch Budgeting and Planning

Officers the following cost model was developed for unit costs

averaged over the whole Westrail system.

se = a + bl Xl + b2 X2 + b3 X3 + k

where
Sc = total station and freight terminal costs

a = the fixed cost component

bl, b2 and b3 = unit cost co,·efficients

Xl No, of freight consignments

X2 No of L c. L, tonnes

X3 = No of train haUlS
k = a lump sum constant cost for all passenger' and parcels working

(unit costs were not derived for these)

Yard Shunting Activities

A similar process was followed fOl: yard shunting

activities as that outlined above for station staff activities.
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Again a questionnaire survey was employed and in
this instance the aim was to seg,·egate yard shunting costs in
accord with shunting time spent at all yards on:

terminal placement and clearance of wagons (an

attempt was made to discI'iminate by commodity types

and between station precinct and private siding

shunting, but a broad average was adopted because

of the dUbious nature of the information obtained)"

mar'shalling of wagons Or' trains

shunting fo:r grain transfer

shunting for grain sidings

shunting for gauge transfer
shunting at wharves

shunting of passenger hains

shunting for depar'tmental purposes.

The costs Or expenditure accOunts that we:re covered in this

segregation into the above shunting activities included those
for shunting staff, locomotive fuel and mai.ntenance and

locomotive capital charges. The !esulting model for unit
Costs was:

= No, of wagons marshalled
== No" of wagons shunted for grain transfer= No .. of wagons shunted for grain sidings::: No .. of wagons shunted for gauge transfer

YSC == a + bI Xl + b2 X2 + b,3: X3 + b4 X4 + bS XS + b6 X6 + k
Where

YSC total yard shunting Costs

a = the fixed cost component

bl, b2 j b3, b4, bS, b6 = unit cost co,.efficients
Xl == No, of wagons shunted at terminals
X2

X3

X4

XS
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Locomotive unit Costs

The computation of unit costs for various loco'

motive types or classes was a simpler and more objective

pr'ocess than the wagons I assessment because subsidiary

accounting records giving expenses incurred for each class

of locomotive were available" Statistical r'ecords of annual

kilometres, fuel usage, and trailing gr'Oss tonne kilometres

were also available by locomotive class and this further

eased the task and improved the reliability of the end result"

In fact the unit costs or cost models developed

for locomotive classes were similar in many respects to

average costs per kilometre that have been produced for many

years for statistical pUl:poses. However two significant

differences in the new costi.ng models that were pr~duced are:

(l) Only variable overhead costs are included in the

costing models whereas 'full absorption' overheads

have traditionally been included in the statistical

average costs.

(ii) The costing models separate costs for periodic

hostling and servicing and treat these as time

dependent costs. The balance of costs are treated

as being variable with utilisation.. On the other

hand the statistical costs are a simple ave:l:'age per

kilometre ..

correlation tests were made in an endeavour to establish which

of the utilisation meaSures - kilometres, gross tonne·-kilometres,

hours, or litres of fuel used - is the most closely correlated

to, and likely to be the best predictor of, locomotive maintenance

costs. These tests indicated that there was little to choose



Li.C ~ bl Xl + b2 X2

between the various units and therefore the traditional units
kilometres for mainline locomotives and hours for shunting
locomoti ves - wex'e chosen.

Separate cost models were developed for 14 classes
of mainline locomotives and 9 classes of shunting locomotives.
All of these 23 models were of the general form:
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where

Li C ~ Cost p .. a for the class of locomotive Li

b 1, b 2 uni t cost co-efficients

Xl =- No, of locomotives in class Li

X2 No of kilometres p a. by class (in the case of mainline

locomotives)
or No. of hours p .. a. by class (in the case of shunting

locomotives) ,
Way and Works Mainten~

The development of cost models to predict way and
Works or track maintenance Costs has been tackled many times

in the past (B.T"E. 1975, A.. R.E.A. 1962, 1972; B.R .. E. 1964;

Meyere 1964) by railway cost researchers. Invariably the

difficulties caused by the cyclical nature of the costs, the

time difference between cause and effect, the. lack of sufficient
baSic data, and the large number of variables affecting the
costs (e.g .. distance, traffic Volume, aXle loads, track

curvature, track standards, location, number of structures,

tYpe of signalling) have resulted in the cost models developed
being Subject to many reservations"

Westrail did have a previous cost model designed
to predict system-wide average costs for. varying traffic

intensity levels, but this was in need of Updating and,if
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possible, xefinement to discriminate for particular track

sections and operating conditions.

The study involved extracting and analysing three

years' laboux, materials and 'other' expenditure fox 34

selected sections of line, for approximately 50 account

classifications concerned. The 34 sections, which were

selected from almost 100 sections, included a sample of 5

to 7 sections for each of the six main standaLds OL classi

fications of track existing in Westrail. The sample fOL

each classification was therefore limited but this was

necessary because of accounting, statistical and operational

problems affecting other sections, and because of the volume

of woxk that would have been involved otherwise,

Because of the inherent nature of the costs the

various expense classifications were considered under the

following groupings:

Track maintenance - caxetaker

Track maintenance - cyclic

Stxucture maintenance

signalling & telecommunications maintenance

Cost fur.;:;tions were developed for each of the above groups of

costs.. These cost functions covered only the dixect costs

for sections-of-line maintenance and deliberately omitted

costs for major- yard maintenance although these had been

averaged over sections-of--line in the previous westrail cost

modeL However, recent accounting innovations enabled yard

maintenance costs to be separated and this was considered

desirable to avoid inflating and distorting section-of--line

information.
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Labour costs were calculated from a manpower
planning schedule which was related to gross tonnage levels

per km of track" Material and 'other' costs were added based
On sample measurements at various gross tonnage levels for
sections jUdged to be typical,

Cyclic Maintenance

Contractors' charges for the various forms of
cyclic maintenance Work were readily obtainable but the real

problem Was to determine cyclic intervals for Varying track

conditions and traffic levels" Eventually these intervals

were estimated based upon the limited experience of cyclic

maintenance to date, a survey of literature available on the

Subject, and engineering jUdgement, The costs for operation

and maintenance of cyclic maintenance equipment by Westrail

also required to be specially derived to COmplete the assess._
ment of mechanised cyclic maintenance costs ..

Structure Maintenance

Costs for the maintenance of bridges and cUlverts,
station and administration bUildings,reSidences and stockyards were

bUilt up for a range of traffic vOlume levels by ex 'mining the
particular aCCOunts involved and selecting, with the aid of

engineering jUdgement, typical costs at various tonnage levels.
An aggregate cost function was then calcUlated.

Signal and Telecommunication Maintenance

From an examination of the section of line accounts,
tYPical costs were extracted for various types of signalling,

As the principal differences depended On the type of signalling
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a step cost pattern was indicated and so a smooth cost

function was not calculated.

Cost Functions

The cost functions or cost models developed for

each catego:cy of maintenance were of the form:

Yi ai X hi

where

Yi = cost per track km

ai, bi = coefficients

X = gross tonnes p, a,

The dec:ceasing curvilinear' form indicated is in

accord with previous Westrail cost functions and other track

maintenance cost functions developed elsewhere (A"~,,E,A. 1962).

Although an effort had been made to develop

separate cost functions for different track classifications

the final result was again a system average result" However,

the separate cost functions for caretaker and cyclic cost

maintenance, for structures maintenance and for different types

of signalling; the exclusion of yar'd costs from these cost

functions; and the information available to enable variations

in costs to be made for variations in the cyclic maintenance

intervals, all contribute to enable cost predictions to be

adjusted to provide greater accuracy for specific sections of

line and specific circumstances. The composite cost function

was tested against the actual civil Engineering Branch expen

diture concerned and was found to agree to within 1,5% in total.

For particula:c sections, though, the difference was as high as

20%.
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General Superintende~&Admin~tion

Another cost category examined was the large and
varied group of expenses that have become known in Westrail

as general overheads. These include the total expenses of

central management and administration Br'anches (Commission and
Secretary's, Accounts and AUdit, Commercial Management and

Management Services) and the sUbstantial superintendence accounts

of the operating and way and WOrks Branches (Traffic and Civil

Engineering)" Other general overheads which were similarly

treated but will not be considered furthe:r in this paper were

stores issue and control expenses, insurance funds, SUper

annuation and pension schemes, capital charges on central

administration and workshop bUildings and on sundry minor

plant and eqUipment, and a variety of relatively minor
expense accounts,

Administration Branches

Because the expenses of :running the administ:ration
Branches are so indirect in relation to operational working it

is extremely difficult to determine Or predict how they will

vary with changes in traffic volume" The aim of the stUdy was

to devise a means of predicting this variability, again with
primary emphasis on medium to long-range volume and time

horizons, and to dete:rmine whether this variability Could be

associated with particula:r traffic segments or commodities"

Assessments we:re made fOr each of the Branches
concelned by means of analysis of staff cadres by sections

and consideration of the functions of each section.. BUdget

officers for each Branch wele consulted in these analyses.

In these detailed analyses it was Possible to note particular

POsitions and pa:rticular sections whose work was entilely
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all costs into fixed and variable components, and the tracing
or assignment of the variable components to commodities.

Fixed COsts Were not allocated to commodities in this study.
(Detailed analytic procedures for allocation of fixed or

joint costs, e"g. Joy 1971, Kolsen 1975, would require Con-

siderably more work but a simple 'Direct Cost/Joint Cost ratio'
(Victorian Railways 1973) could be readily applied if required ..1

Costs for unit train operations were specially
assessed and allocated directly to the particular Commodity

concerned.. Other variab.le cost elements that cOu.ld be assigned

directly to particul., Commodities were also distributed (e.g,

intersystem wagon repairs to intersystem traffic), The balance
of variable costs in each activity group were then allocated

to the appropriate commodities Using the physical measures

which had been established as those most closely Corre~ated
with changes in particular activity costs (e.g, station

accounting Was allocated in accord with the "number of con.
signments" applicable to each commodity)"

This project was underway befol;e all the unit
costs in the cost models had been determined. Wherever

information was available regarding the vaHability of costs
from these other stUdies it was used, but a numbel; of Cost

areas were especially analysed for this project, ?econciliation
was maintained with the total Westrai.l expenditure for the year
Concerned to enSUre that all recorded costs were considered andtreated"

Although system average unit costs were Used for
terminal activities, some differences between sections of line
were recognised in the line haUl costs. For example, train

Cl:'ew cost differences per net tonne kilometre for diffel;ent

sections of line were taken into aCCOunt by allocating total
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train crew costs first to sections of line, in accord with

the actual train hours for the sections of line, and then

allocating these section-of-line costs only to commodities

using the sections,

The resulting conunodity cost report gives cost

information under the headings listed in Table 1. The
information also provides an average variable cost model for

each of the 49 conunodities in the form:

Cl,C = bl Xl + b2 X2

where
Cl C = average variable cost for conunodity Cl

bl, b2 unit cost coefficients

Xl net tonnes of commodity Cl

X2 net tonne kilometres for commodity Cl

The commodity cost report p:r:ovides a compa:r:ison of costs for

different traffic segments and any adverse results, eithe:r:

absolute or relative to othe:r: commodities, are brought to

notice" The average variable cost model enables planning

calculations to be made about the effect of expanding or

contracting traffics in particular commodities or groups of

commodities.. With this ability to assess or predict costs

for operating options the means is provided of obtaining a

control measure against which actual pe:r:formance can be

monitored.

In the future development of its corpOl:ate planning

processes, Westrail is aiming to use the various cost sub

models to extend and refine existing corporate financial

models. These system-wide computer models will consider all

cash flows (operating costs, capital costs and earnings) and

have the capacity to quickly evaluate the implications of
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numerous policy and operating OPtions.. Such information

complements the ,esPonsibility aCCounting and bUdgetaxy COnhol
system by adding a dimension which transcends hranch respon"
sibility boundaries and focuses attention on decision oPtion.,
1. e. thc options of how, whether and where to redUce Costs 0'

services, or to inc,easc rates, and the converse Cost 'eports
involved in the development of Wagon and locomotive costs,

ttack maintenance costs and terminal ope'ations cOsts will drow
attention to advc,se relative costs and trends for diffe,ent
equipment and locations. ObViouSly this sbould lead to closer

cost conttol and financial saVings to Wcstroil in the long-term.

CONCLUSIONS

t

!s

for

:h

The intensive effort of the Cost Research Task
Force to develop bctter cost info,mation, without waiting
fOr the implementation of new Cost accounting procedures,
has resUlted in the development of a nwnber of cost models
which have direct and cun:ent use for special project

evaluations, economic planning and COst cont'Ol. The Cost
models developed are sUlnmar'ised in Table 2.

These mOdels form a basis for refining the
cOrporate planning processes by P'-Oviding system"wide mOdels
capable of aSSessing the financial implications of nwne,ous

ope,ating alternatives. Objectives could then be S't in terms

of those actions which should be taken and actual pe'formance
could be monitored against the cash flow models"

The cost studies themselves have identified thOse
areas whe'e the present cost aCCOunting and data collection
procedu'-es are adequate and others where these P'gcedures

need attention to P,ovide information in a mOre useful fo,m.
Concurrently with giving attention to these Ptocedures the

next step is to integrate the sub mOdels into a single system.
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Shunting !.DCOItOtives (9 rrode1s for 9 locorrotive classes)

= bl Xl + b2 X2

where
Xl = no .. of locom:>tives

X2 ::: no.. of locarotive hOlnS

Way and Works Maintenanee

= D (Ye + Ym + Ys +Ye)

where

Ye

Ym

Ys =

Ye

D :::

a1 Xl bi, Xl :=: gross tonnes p .. a.

a2 Xl b2

a3 Xl b3

r, 5, t or v (constants depending on type of signalling)

track ki10rretres

Train Crew Costs (freight)

= a + b1. Xl

where
a a fixed cost

Xl train hours

superintendence and Administration

::: a + bl Xl

where
a a fixed cost p .. a.

Xl gross tonne km

o::mrodity Costs (49 rrode1s for 49 ccmrodity groups)

::: bl Xl + b2 X2

where
Xl no.. of net tonnes for the camodity

X2 = no" of net tonne km for the ccntIPdity







tc.
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